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0. Introduction. In [1], Dilworth introduced the notion of a principal element of

a multiplicative lattice and used it to define a class of lattices in which the Noether

decomposition theorems hold. He called these Noether lattices and showed, among

other things, that Noether lattices satisfy the Krull Intersection Theorem and the

Krull Principal Ideal Theorem.

Noether lattices in general, however, are lacking in many important ring-like

properties. For example, in a local Noether lattice of altitude d, there need not

exist d principal elements with join an element which is primary for the maximal

element, so that systems of parameters may be much larger than one would hope.

In this paper it is shown that if F is the maximal element of a local Noether

lattice, then for large « the number of principal elements required to generate Fn is

given by a polynomial B*(P, x) (Corollary 3.3). It seems reasonable then to consider

the degree of this polynomial as a second measure of the number of elements in a

system of parameters, or possibly as an alternative definition of the dimension of the

lattice. Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3.9 establish that the degree of B*(P, x) is d— 1

where d is the height of F.

§2 is concerned with the introduction of a graded multiplicative lattice, denoted

3&(IF, A). This lattice is analogous to the ^-transform of a Noetherian ring intro-

duced by D. Rees and serves as the vehicle in §3 for obtaining the polynomial

B*(P, x). The main result of this section is that, if „Sf is a Noether lattice, then

âiï(FF, A) is a Noether lattice (Theorem 2.11). A determination is also made of the

heights of the maximal primes of 3#(¿F, A) in terms of A and ¿F (Lemma 2.16).

In §4 regular local lattices are considered. It is shown that the 0-element of a

regular local lattice is prime (Theorem 4.1) and the results of §2 are applied to show

that the degree function is a valuation (Corollary 4.4).

The author expresses his gratitude to Professor Louis J. Ratliff for many helpful

suggestions.

Throughout the remainder of this paper, the symbol £F will denote a Noether

lattice.

1. The following lemma is a useful generalization of Lemma (6.3) in [1].

Lemma 1.1. Let A, B and C be elements of IF with A principal, BS C and (0 : A)

ACSB. Then the correspondence D-^AD of the quotient C\B into the quotient

CA/BA is a lattice isomorphism.
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Proof. Clearly the correspondence is order preserving. Let D and E be elements

of C\B. Then since A is principal and (0 : A)aC^B, D=Dv((0 : A) A C)

= Ca(D\j(0 : A)) = CA(DA : A), and similarly, E=CA(EA : A). Hence if

DA^EA, then DSF, and if DA=EA, then D = E. Now, let F be any element of

CA/BA. Then (F : A) AC is an element of C\B and ((F : A) A C)A = F A CA = F,

since A is principal. Hence C/B^CA/BA.    Q.E.D.

If B, C are elements of f£ with B<C, then C will be called a cover for B if

FS X< C implies F= A\ The following theorem characterizes the covering relation

in J?.

Theorem 1.2. Let B and C be elements of fP with B<C. Then C is a cover for B

if and only if, there exists a principal element A e £f with Bw A = C such that

B:A is maximal in fP.

Proof. If A is principal in fP, then by Lemma 1.1, (Bv A)IB^AI/(BaA) =

AI/(B : A)A^I¡(B : A). The theorem follows immediately from this.    Q.E.D.

In [1] it was shown that Noether lattices satisfy an abstract "Krull Intersection

Theorem." An immediate but useful consequence is stated for ease of reference in

the following

Lemma 1.3. If fP is a local lattice and if B, C, and D are elements of fP with

D<I, then B^CvBD implies B^C.

Proof. B^CvBD implies fi^CvBDn for all n, so that necessarily B^C.

Q.E.D.
If an element B e fP is the join of principal elements/F,..., AK then the elements

Ai will be called a base or basis for B. If this is the case and if no proper subcollection

of the Ai also form a basis for B, then the A¡ will be said to be a minimal base for B.

As for rings, it is clear that any base can be reduced to a minimal base.

Theorem 1.4. Let fP be a local lattice with maximal element P and let A^P be an

element of SP. Then

1. the quotient AjAP is finite dimensional and

2. the number of elements in any minimal base for A is equal to the dimension of

A/AP.

Proof. Let Ax,..., A, be a minimal base for A. Set S0 = AP and for 1 á/ár, let

Si = S,-xvAi. Then PA^PA^St-u and hence S,.x : A^P(l£i£r). Since F is

maximal, it follows that either Sf_i : A¡ = P or St^x : A¡ = I and hence that either

Si = Si-x V Ai is a cover for S¡.x (Theorem 1.2) or that 5'j = 5'i_1. It is immediate

then that AP=S0^Sxfí ■ ■ ■ SSr = A can be reduced to a composition chain from

AP to A and hence that the quotient A/AP is finite dimensional with dimension (say)

d^r.
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Assume now that d<r. Then for some I, ISiSr, St = Si-x. Hence

A = Si V Ai+X V ••■ V Ar

= Si + X V Ai + X V   -V A,

= AP V Ax V • • • V Ai-X V ^i+1 V • • ■ V Ar.

But then by Lemma 1.3, A = AX v • • • Vj4¡_i V^i+1 V • • • V Ar, which contradicts

the minimality of the base Ax,... Ar. It follows, therefore, that the number of

elements in any minimal base for A is the dimension of the quotient AjAP.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.5. Let IF be a local lattice and let '€ be a collection of principal

elements with the property that for every element A e IF there exist elements

Ax,..., Ak (depending on A) in *F such that A = Ax\i---V Ak. Then 'F is the complete

collection of principal elements of I?.

Proof. If B and Ax,..., Ak are principal elements of IF with B = AXM ■ ■ ■ V Ak,

then Ai,..., Ak can be reduced to a minimal base for B. Since F is itself principal,

it follows that B=A¡, for some i.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.6. Let Rbe a local ring, and let IF be the lattice of the ideals of R.

Then the principal elements of IF are the principal ideals of R.

Proof. It was established in [1] that the principal ideals of F are principal

elements of IF, and it follows from Corollary 1.5 that these are the only principal

elements.    Q.E.D.

If Be IF, then as shown in [1], the quotient I/B becomes a Noether lattice,

denoted IF/B, if multiplication is defined by C o D = CD\/ B. The principal

elements of IF/B include the elements Ay B where A is principal in IF. Since some

confusion will naturally result about the multiplication when more than one

quotient lattice IF/B is under consideration at the same time, the notation C\B

will be used to denote the element C v B of IF/B when it is necessary to distinguish.

With this notation, if A is principal in IF, then A\B is principal in IF/B.

Corollary 1.7. If an element Be IF is such that IF/B is local, then the principal

elements of IF\B are the elements A\B with A principal in IF.

Proof. The corollary is immediate from Corollary 1.5.    Q.E.D.

If an element F of IF is prime (i.e., ABSP implies ASP or BSP), then the height

of F, denoted ht F, is defined as the supremum of all integers « for which there

exists a prime chain P0<PX< ■ ■ ■ <Pn=P in IF.

Lemma 1.8. Let P be a prime element of IF and let A be a principal element with

ASP. Then

ht F i htP/A i htP-l.

If A$ P' for every minimal associated prime P'SPofO, then ht P/A = ht F — 1.
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Proof. It was shown in [1] that an element C/A is prime or primary in fP/A if,

and only if, the element Cv A is respectively prime or primary in fP. In particular

then, the element P = P\A is prime in SP/A. Now, let d=ht P and let P0<PX < • • ■

<Pd = P be a prime chain in fP. Then (by Lemma 6.4 of [1]), there exists a prime

chain P$<P?< ■•-</•„* = /• in ¡P with P0 = P* and ASP*. It is immediate from

this that ht PjA^d— 1. Since ht P/ASht P is clear, the first statement is proved.

Now, if ht P/A = d, then there is a prime sequence P'0 < P[ < ■ ■ ■ < P¡¡ = P in f£\A and

therefore also in fP, with ASPÓ- Since P'0 is necessarily a minimal associated prime

of 0 in fP, the second statement follows.    Q.E.D.

2. Let fP denote a Noether lattice with least element 0 and greatest element /,

and let A be an arbitrary element of fP. In this section a lattice analogue of D. Rees'

/4-transform of a Noetherian ring R by an ideal A [4] will be introduced. It is this

transform, denoted F(fP, A), which will form the basis for the later proof of the

existence of Hubert Characteristic Polynomials.

Let SF(A) denote the collection of all formal sums 2f= -«. fi¡of elements of fP

such that

(2.1) A%Bi^BH1^ABi, for all i, where for/SO, A' = I.

The elements of F(A) will generally be denoted by capitals B, C,..., and if

B e F(A), then F¡ will denote the ft h coordinate of B. For elements B, C e ¡F(A)

the following definitions will be used:

(2.2) B^C if BaCi for all i,

(2.3) SvC=2(FivCi),

(2.4) 5AC=y(ß1AQ,

(2.5) B-C-ZifVr+.-1-^C;).
It is seen that the collection &(A) forms a complete, modular, lattice under the

relation S with resulting join and meet given by (2.3) and (2.4), and that (2.5)

defines a commutative, associative multiplication on !F(A) which distributes

over the join operation (2.3). The resulting lattice, together with the multiplication

(2.5) will be denoted by the symbol F(fP, A) and will be called the A-transform offP,

It is clear then from the defining relations that F(fP, A) has greatest element

/* = 2 A\ The element /* is also a multiplicative identity, since by (2.1) and (2.5)

it is seen that if B is any element of 3$(fP, A), then the z'th coordinate of BI* is

Vr+s=i Fr/*= Vr+s-¡ BrAs = Bx. These comments are summarized in the following

Lemma 2.1. F(f£, A) is a complete, modular, multiplicative lattice.

Definition 2.2. Let C be an element of fP with CSAr. Then C<r) is the least

element D of F(fP, A) such that C¿ Dr. The notation C^ will also be used when

it is necessary to indicate that C(r) is to be computed in F(fP, A).

The following lemmas will be useful in computations.

Lemma 2.3. If CSAr in £P, then C(r) = yCA^r. If also D£A', then C(r)vZ)(r'

= (Cv £>)<r).
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Proof. Clearly J^CA'" e^(IF, A), so in view of (2.1) it follows that

C<r, = 2 CÄ~r. If also DSA\ so that DM = 2 DA*-', then by (2.3)

C(r> v DM = 2(C v D)^-' = (C V DYr\ Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.4. IfBeSt(IF,A)andifCeIFissuchthatCSAr,thenBCn = ̂ Bi_rC.

Proof. BCM has /th coordinate Vs + í = ¡ BsCír\. Let 5 + / = /. If s>i-r so that

/<r, thenFsC<r)1 = FsC^Fi_rCby (2.1). On the other hand, if s<i-r so that t>r.

then BsC(r\ = BsCAt-rSBs+t_TC = B,.rC. If s=/-r so that t = r, then j5sC(r)¡

= Bi_rC. Hence

Bi^C S   V   BsCr\SBi_rC. Q.E.D.
s + i = i

Corollary 2.5. IfCSAr and DSAS in IF, then C(r)F<s, = (CF)<r + s).

Proof. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, Cir)D{s) has /'th coordinate (C<r))j_sD = C/li-s-rF

= CCvF-(s+r>, which is the /th coordinate of (CD)is + r).   Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.6. //C e@(IF, A) and if BSAr in IF, then C: F(r) = 2¡ [(C: + r : B) a A'].

Proof. Let D be any element of @(IF, A) such that DB(r)SC. Then Dt.rBSCi,

for all/'; and hence ¿>t_,¿(Cj : 5) AA'~r, for all /'. Now, set E¡ = (Ci + r : B)AA',for

all /'. Then AiiEliEi + 1iAEi, for all /', so that F=2 F¡ eSt(SF,A). Since (£S(r>)t

= Fi_rF = ((Ci : B)AAi~r)BSCi, for all /', it now follows that E=C:B(r\    Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.7. Let B be a principal element of IF such that BSAr. Then F(r) is a

principal element of3$(IF, A).

Proof. Let BS Ar be a principal element of IF and let C and D be any elements of

®(I?, A). Then by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6,

((Ca (F : BW)W\ = (C A (D : BW)\^B

= (C¡.r A (D, : B) A Air)B = (Q.r A (Dt : B))B

= Q.rB ADi = (CBM A £»),,

for all /'. Similarly,

((C V DBW) : BM)t = ((Ci + r A DtB) : B) A A' = ((Ci + r : B) V D,) A A'

= ((Ci + r : B) A A') V A = «C : ßw) v D\,

for all /'. Hence F(r> is principal.    Q.E.D.

The following theorem will be instrumental in establishing that 3#(IF, A) satisfies

the ascending chain condition.

Theorem 2.8. Let B be any element of-F(IF, A). Then there exists an integer N

such that BN+i = BNA\for all HO.

Proof. Let & be the family of all elements F in ¡%(IF, A) for which there fails to

exist an integer N such that BN + i = BNAi, for all HO. Assume F =± 0. Let C be any
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chain of elements of F.Then it is easily seen that 5= V C e ^; for if not, then since

fP is Noetherian, there exist integers N and K such that Si = SK for iSK and S¡

= SNA'~N, for i^N, and for each i, KSiSN, there exists an element C(i) e C such

that C(i')i = >S'i- Let M be the maximum of the elements C(i). Then M e C and Mt

= St for KSiSN. Furthermore, if i>N, then S^M^M^-^V'-^S,;

and if i < K, then St ë M,^ Mk = Sk = S¡. Hence St = A^, for all i, so that S=Me&,

which is a contradiction.

Hence if J^V 0, then there exists a maximal element F of F. Then Fx < .4 since

F1 = ^ implies A*>FnZF1A*-1=An, for all «^ 1, which contradicts Fe&. Let F

be a principal element of if such that FX<FXS ES A. Then F<F\/ F(1), so F v £(1)

i & and there exists an integer N such that (Fv Ea))nA = (Fv Ea))n+i, for all

»£jV. Hence (Fn\/EAn~1)A = FnAvEAn = Fn+i\/EAn; aisi therefore Fn+1g

Fny4 v EAn, for n^ JV. Then since fP is modular and E is principal in fP,

(2 6) Fn+1 =jF»+i:Á (F"^ V EAn) = F"^ V (Fn+1 A ^

= ¿v4 V (A' A (Fn+1 : E))E,

for «2: JV. Now, by Lemma 2.6, An A (Fn+X : E) is the «th coordinate of the element

F: F(1) of 3t(PP, A); so if F: F(1> = F, then Fn = An A (Fn+X : E), for all n, so that by

(2.6), Fn+x = FnAvFnE=FnA, for all n^N, in contradiction to the assumption

that FeF. Hence F: Em>F, so F: Ea)$&; and there exists an integer JV'^W

such that

(2.7) An A (Fn+X : E) = (A*-1 A (Fn : E))A,   for all n ^ N'.

But then by (2.6) and (2.7), for n>N', Fn+x = FnA v (AnA(Fn+x : E))E=FnA

v(An~1 A(Fn : E))AE=FnA, which again contradicts the assumption that Fe.F

and shows that J*"= 0.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.9. If A and B are elements of fP, then there exists an integer N such

that B A AN+n = (B A AN)An, for all «ä0.

Lemma 2.10. If Ce 0t(fP, A), then C is the join of finitely many principal elements

of the form Bw where BSAr is principal in fP.

Proof. Choose integers N and K (KSN) such that CN+i = CNA\ for z'äO, and

CK+t = CK, for iSO. Then clearly C=\fKSiâN (C¡)(i>. For each /', KSiSN, choose

finitely many principal elements B¡j in fP such that \J, Bit,=Ct. Then

C = \ZiABiJm- Q-E.D.

Theorem 2.11. 0t(fP, A) is a Noether lattice.

Proof. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.10, it is only necessary to show that ¡F(fP, A)

satisfies the ascending chain condition. Hence, let F(l)SF(2)S ••• be an ascending

chain in 0t(SP,A). Set S=\l,F(j) so that, for each /, S, = \J, (F(f)\. Choose

integers N and K (KS N) so that SN+i = SNA\ for ¿£ 0, and SK+, = SK, for iS 0. For
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each /', KS iS N, choose F( 0 (/')) so that (F( 0 (/')))¡ = S¡ ; and let M be the maximum

of the elements F(0(/')) thus chosen. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.8, S= M

= F(j), for some/    Q.E.D.

It is natural to define the altitude of a Noether lattice IF to be the supremum of

the heights of the prime elements P of IF (P< I). As for rings, the altitude of if will

be denoted by alt IF.

The altitude of S#(IF, A) will be determined presently in terms of the altitude of IF

and certain properties of A. However, before doing this, it is convenient first to

investigate some of the basic properties of 3&(IF, A).

If F is any element of IF, then it is clear that for every /', A'iB A A'iB A Ai + l

í(A(BaA% so that 2(FA/4i) is an element of ®(IF, A). This element will be

denoted by B*.

Lemma 2.12. The correspondence F-> B* of IF into âft(IF, A) is 1-1, isotone and

meet-preserving. If P e IF is prime and Q e IF is P-Primary, then Q* is P*-primary

in&c(IFA).

Proof. The first statement is immediate from the definition of B*. Hence assume

that /Ms a prime element of IF and that Q is Fprimary. If Fand F are any elements

of 3t(IF, A) with DESQ* and D$ Q*, then there exists an integer s such that

Ds$QaAs and therefore also such that Ds$ Q. Now, for every choice of r,

DsErS(DE)s+rSQ/\As + rSQ, so it follows from the assumption that Q is P-

primary in IF that ErSP, for all r, so that ErSP A Ar, for all r. Hence ESP*. Now,

choose « so that P"S QSP in IF. It is easily seen that for every r and s, (B AAr)

■(CaAs)SBCaA"+s, and it follows from this that B*C*S(BC)*. Hence, in

particular, (P*)nS(Pn)* and therefore (P*)nS(Pn)*S Q*SP*, so that [1] P* is

prime and Q* is /""-primary.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.13. Let B= Qx a ■ ■ ■ A QK be a normal decomposition of B in IF

in which Qi is Prprimary. Then B*= Qf A ■ ■ ■ A Q\ is a normal decomposition of

B* in 8$(IF, A) in which Q* is Pf-primary. Furthermore, ifPx,..., P, are the minimal

associated primes of B, then Px*,.. ., Pr* are the minimal associated primes of B*.

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 2.12.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.14. Let P be a prime element of @(IF, A) with 1f<~l>$ P. Then P = (P0)*.

Proof. Assume I(-1,$P. Choose s so that P0aAs + 1 = (P0aAs)Aí for all HO

(Corollary 2.9). Then (/,0)*/<-s) = />?(/<-1))s¿F (Corollary 2.5), so (P0)*SP. Now,

if HO, then PiSP0AAl; and if /<0, then (PiY0)IM = (Pi)m(I(-1))-iSP, so that

PiSPo- It follows therefore that also PSPf and hence that P=(P0)*.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.15. Let P denote a maximal element of IF. If Pi A, then F* v/<_1) is

maximal in ¿%(IF, A). If P^ A, then P* is maximal in !%(IF, A). Furthermore, if M is

any maximal element of F(IF, A), then M0 is maximal in IF and either

M = (M0)* v/<_1' or M = (M0)*, depending on whether ASM0 or A% M0.
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Proof. It is easily seen that if an element M of ¿%(fP, A) is maximal, then the

conditions A/äF_1) and M0^A are equivalent. Note that if B e &t(fP, A), then

B0 = I if, and only if, B = I*. Now, assume that F is maximal in fP and that P% A.

Then (F* V/(-1))o = Fv A = I, so that if P*ST<I*, then also F""^F. Further-

more, if P*ST<I*, then P=(P*)0 = T0, so that, if Fis maximal, then (Lemma 2.14)

T=(F0)* = F*. Assume now that P^A. Then (F*v/<-1))0 = F, so F*vF-1)</*,

and (F* v F " "), = /f¡ for all /# 0, so that F* V /< "l) is clearly maximal in F(fP, A).

Assume now that M is maximal in .^(if, A). If M0^A, then A/ä/(_1)and Mt = Al

for all /#0, so that A/ = (A/0)* vF~1}. If M0 were not maximal in fP, say M0<P<I,

then the inequality M = (M0)* v/("l)<F* vl{-l)<l* would hold in ^(if, A), in

contradiction to the maximality of M. If A/0^4, then M^P~1) and M=M^, by

Lemma 2.14. In this case, M0 is maximal in if since M0<T would imply (A/0)*

<F*.    Q.E.D.
If F is a maximal element of if, denote by w(F) the associated maximal element

of-F(fP,A).

Lemma 2.16. Let P be a maximal element of fP. Then ht w(F) = ht P+ 1 ifP^A

and ht m(P) = htP if P% A.

Proof. Let P0<PX< ■ ■ ■ <Pd=P be a prime chain in fP (d= ht F). Then in

á?(if, /Í), F0* < Ff < ■ • • <F*<F*v/<-1)S7, with the equality F*vF-1} = /holding

if, and only if, P^A. It follows that htm(P)^htP and that ht m(F)äht F+l if

P^A.

Now, if m(P) = P*, then it follows from Lemma 2.14 that any prime chain for

m(P) is the image under the map B -»■ B* of a prime chain of the same length for F

in if, and hence that htw(F)ShtF. It can be assumed therefore that m(P)^P*,

so that (Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15) I(1)Sm(P) and P^A. Now, let Ax,- ■ -,AS be

principal elements of if with A = Ax v • • • M As. The inequality ht m(P)ShtP+ 1

will now be established by induction on s. Hence assume s= 1, and let F(0)<F(1)

< < P(d+i) = m(P) be a prime chain in.&t(£P, A) with(/=ht Pandd+i = ht m(P).

If AmSP(0), then by Theorem 2.7 above and Lemma 6.4 in [1], it can be assumed

that P-vSP(l) (be rechoosing F(l) if necessary). Then F(l)0< • • • <P(d+i)0 = P

is a prime chain in fP; so, in this case, d+i—l Sd. If, on the other hand, Aw$P(0)

it can be assumed that AwSP(l). Now, if also F-^SFO) then F(0)0<F(1)0< • • •

< P(d+ ;')0 =F is a prime chain in =Sf, in contradiction to the assumption that ht F=d.

Hence, P~^%P(l), so d+i^2; and it can be assumed that /(_1)<P(2). Then

F(0)o<F(2)o< ■ ■ • <F(a'+i)o = Fis a prime chain in fP, so again d+i—lSd. There-

fore, if j=l, then ht m(P)S ht F+l. Assume now that s>l. If A,vSP(0), for all/

then, as before (by rechoosing F( 1 ) if necessary), it can be assumed that I( ~1} S P( 1 ),

so that F(0)o<F(2)o< ■ • • <P(d+i)0 = P in fP; and therefore d+i-lSd. Assume,

therefore, that A^i^PifS). Then, as above, it can also be assumed that /iil)SF(l);

and by continuing, it can be assumed that A(^SP(h), for all/and that for iSjSh,

A^SP(j) and A^^P(j-1). Also, it can  be assumed that p-"£P(r), /<-"
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%P(r-\), and that \SrSh+\. Now, set B=\/,^xAj. Then the elements P'¡

= I(P(J)i AF') of &(&, B) are prime (y'=0,..., d+i). To see this, assume C and

D are elements of IF with CgFr, DSBS and Cg'>flí?»(C£>)g+,>íP;. Then

CDS(P'i)r+s = P(J)r + s^BT + s, so (CF)(; + s) = CÏ)F<j,aFO') and therefore either

C^SPWor DfSP(j)- Assume C^SP(j)- Then C<P(J), and therefore CSP(j)r

ABr = (P'j)r, so C^SP'j- By Lemma 2.10 it now follows that /»,' is prime. Further,

F¿ + 1 is the maximal element m(P) determined in Si(IF, B) by F. It will now be

shown that also P'0<P'X< ■ ■ <P'd + x. Since either Ff/Oè/«-" and P(0)^I(1) or

else F(l) and P(0) are the images of distinct primes in IF under the map C —> C*

of IF into &(&, A), it follows that F¿/Pi. Also F/ ^F/+1 for l^y^A-1, since, in

this case, ¿,+1S B, Afl, S F(/+ 0, and ,4$ x $ Pfj), so that /"(j)! A B¥=P(j+ \)XAB.

Now, P^P'n + i, since either P(«+l)èF"1) and P(h)£l(-U, or else P(«+l)0

#P(n)0. And P'j¥=P; + x for j>h, since necessarily P(j)0¥=P(j+ l)o-

Hence, P'0<P'X< ■■ ■ <P'a + i = m(p) is a prime chain in ^(if, B); so by the in-

ductive hypothesis, d+iSd+l. Therefore, ht m(p)Sht P+\.   Q.E.D.

These results are summarized for local lattices by the following

Theorem 2.17. If IF is a local Noether lattice of altitude d, and if A e IF is

contained in the maximal element, then Ht(IF, A) is a local Noether lattice of altitude

d+l.

3. Hereafter IF will denote a local Noether lattice with maximal element P.

In this section it will be shown that if Q is an element of IF which is Fprimary,

then there exists a polynomial D*(Q, x) such that for all « sufficiently large,

D*(Q, n) is the lattice dimension of the quotient ¡¡Qn. Also, it will be shown that,

if A is any element of IF, then there exists a polynomial B*(A, x) such that for all

sufficiently large «, B*(A, n) is the number of elements in a minimal base for An.

Lemma 3.1. Let M denote the maximal element ofift(IF, A), and let B be an element

ofât(IF, A), such that MXIBX is finite dimensional. Then MJBn is finite dimensional

for all nil.

Proof. Since Mn = A"iBniB1Anl, it suffices to show the finite dimensionality

of An I BxAn~\ for ni 2. Let CU...,CK be elements of if such that BX = CX<C2

< ■ ■ <Ck = A, and such that for each /'= 1,..., K— 1, Ci+1 is a cover for C¡. Then

An-1Bx = An-1CxSAn~lC2S ■■■SAn~lCK = An, so it suffices to show that each of

the quotients A"-1Ci+xIAn-1Cl is finite dimensional. Let /' be fixed, ISiSK— 1.

Then by Theorem 1.2, there exists a principal element Ce IF with Ctv C=Ci+x

and C¡: C=P. Let Ax,.. ., AT be a basis for An~l. Then

An-1Ci S An~1Ci V AXC S-    S An~lCi V AXC V • • • V ArC = Â^^Q+i

and

P(An~1Ci V AXC V • • • V Aj+1C) S (An~ld V AXC V ■ • ■ V A¡C)

for /'= 1,..., r— 1, so that (Theorem 1.2) there exists a composition chain for the

quotient An~1Ci+1IAn-1Ci.    Q.E.D.
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Theorem 3.2. Let M and B be as in Lemma 3.1. Then there exists a polynomial

p(x) with rational coefficients such that for all n sufficiently large, p(n) is the lattice

dimension d(MJBn) of the quotient Mn\Bn.

Proof. Let F be the family of all elements B e 0t(fP, A) for which Mx/Bx is

finite dimensional and for which there exists no polynomial with the desired

properties. If ^"# 0, then & has a maximal element C, since i%(£f, A) is No-

etherian. Clearly, Cx < Mx, so there exists a principal element EefP with C<C

V EWS M. Then by the choice of C and E, Cv Ea) $ & and there exists a poly-

nomial p'(x) for C\J Ea\ Set D = C:EW so that (Lemma 2.6) Dn = (Cn + x : E)AAn,

for all n. Then D^C, and

d(MJ(C V F(1')n) = d(MJ(Cn V F/F-1))

= d(MJCn)-d(iCn V EA«-1)/^)

= d(MJCn)-d(EA^1l(Cn A F/F-1))

= d(Mn¡Cn)-d(A«-'l(Cn : F) A /F"1)

= d(MJCn)-d(Mn_1IDn.x),

by Lemma 1.1. Now, if D > C, then also D $ !F and there exists a polynomial p"(x)

for D. But then

d(MJCn) = d(MJ(C V E"\) + d(Mn_xIDn„x)

= p'(n)+p"(n-l)

for all « sufficiently large, which is clearly a contradiction. Hence D=C, so Dn

= (Cn+1 : F)A^F=Cn and d(MJ(CvEm)n) = d(MnICn)-d(Mn.x¡Cn.x) for all n.

Choose N so that d(MJ(CvEa\)=p'(n) for «^JV. Then

2 P'(n) = d(MJCw)-d(MN.xICN.x)   for w > N,
n = N

SO
w

d(MJCw) =   2 />'(«)+ *WN-1/C„_1)    forw > N.
n = N

But this again contradicts the choice of C and hence shows that F'= 0.   Q.E.D.

Before proceeding further, it is convenient to introduce the following notation:

(3.1) If Ce fP, then for nä 1, B(C, n) is the number of elements in a minimal base

for Cn.

(3.2) If Q is a F-primary element of fP, then for rc^O, F(Q, n) is the dimension

of the quotient QnIQn + 1.

(3.3) If Q is a F-primary element of fP, then for «^ 1, D(Q, n)is the dimension

of the quotient IIQn.

Corollary 3.3. Let C be an element of fP. Then there exists a polynomial

B*(C, X) such that B*(C, n) = B(C, n) for all n sufficiently large.
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Proof. Set B=(PC)m in 0l(IF,C). Then Bn = PCn for ni 1 and d(MJBn)

= d(Cn/PCn) = B(C, n), by Theorem 1.4. The Corollary now follows from Theorem

3.2.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.4. Let Q be a P-primary element of IF. Then there exists a poly-

nomial F*(Q, X) such that F*(Q, n) = F(Q, n) for all n sufficiently large.

Proof. Set B= Qm in 3l(S?, Q).   Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.5. Let Q be a P-primary element of IF. Then there exists a poly-

nomial D*(Q, X) such that D*(Q, «)= D(Q, ri) for all « sufficiently large.

Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 3.4.   Q.E.D.

Let 8p(x) denote the degree of a polynomial p(x). It will presently be shown that

if IF has altitude d, then for every choice of the P-primary element Q, cB*(Q, X)

= 8F*(Q, X) = d-l and 8D*(Q, X) = d. Of course, the equality 8D*(Q, X) =

8F*(Q, X)+ 1 is clear, since for all sufficiently large «, D*(Q, n+l)-D*(Q, «) =

F*(Q, «). And since PKSQSP for some K, it is immediate that 8D*(Q, X)

= 8D*(P, X) and hence also that dF*(Q, X) = 8F*(P, X). These remarks establish

part of the following

Lemma 3.6. If Q is a P-primary element, then

8B*(Q, X) = 8B*(P, X) = 8F*(Q, X) = 8F*(P, X)

= 8D*(Q, X)-l = 8D*(P, X)-l.

Proof. Since B*(P, X) = F*(P, X), it is necessary only to show that 8B*(Q, X)

= 8F*(Q, X). Choose K so that PKS Q and let h = B(P, I). Then

F(Q,n) = d(Qn/Qn + 1) = d(Q"/Q"P) + d(QnP/Q- + 1)
K-l

S d(Qn/QnP) + d(QnP/QnPK) = d(Qn/QnP)+ £ d(QnPr/QnPr + 1)
r=l

K-l

S d(Qn!QnP)+ ̂ d(QnIQnP)hr S B(Q, «) + B(Q, ri)(K- 1)«(K-1'
r=l

= B(Q,n)(l+(K-l)h<K~»).

Since also B(Q, n)SF(Q, n), it follows that 8B*(Q, X)S8F*(Q, X)S8B*(Q, X).

Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.7. // Q is a P-primary element of IF with B(Q, 1) = «, then

8D*(Q,X)Sh.

Proof. If B(Q, 1) = «, then clearly

«m ft,')
It follows therefore that 8B*(Q, X) = 8D*(Q, X)-lSh-\.    Q.E.D.
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Lemma 3.8. If Q is a P-primary element of IF, then 8D*(Q, A') aalt if.

Proof. By Lemma 3.6, it is sufficient to show that 8D*(P, X) i alt IF. If alt IF=0,

then Fn=0 for all large«, so 8D*(P, X) = 0. Hence assume IF has altitude d> 0 and

let F0<Fj<-•• <Pd=P he a prime chain in IF. Then alt IF ¡P0 = alt IF and

D*(P/P0, X)S D*(P, X). Let ASP be a principal element of IF with A $P0 so that

A/P0 is principal in IF/P0 with A/P0^0. Choose K so that

(PIP0)K + n A (A/P0) = [(P0IPoy A (A/P0)](P/Poy,   for all « i 0

(Corollary 2.9). Then

((P/Po)K + n : (A/P0))(AIP0) = ((P/PoY : (A/P0))(P/P0)\A/P0),

and hence

(P/P0)* + » : (A/P0) = ((P/Po)* : (A/P0))(PIP0r S (P¡P0)n,

for all «SO (Lemma 1.1). Now, since ASP, (PIP0)K+n~1S((PIP0)K+n : A/P0). It

follows that

F(F/F0, K+n-l) i dim (I[(P/P0)K+n : (A/P0)]) (Lemma 1.1)

= dim(L4/P0)/[((P/P0)*+« : (A¡P0))(A/P0)))

= dim ((AIP0)l(P/Poy+n A (A/Po))

= dim(((P/P0)n + K v A)/(P/P0T+K)

= D(P/P0,n + K)~D(P/(P0 V A),n + K) i D(P/P0,n),

so

F(F/F0,« + F-1) i D(P/P0,n + K)-D(P/(P0 V A), n + k)

i D(P/P0,n)   for all «SO.

Hence for n sufficiently large,

D*(P/(P0 V A),n + K) i B*(P/P0,n + K)-D*(P/P0,n + K-l)

and

D*(P¡P0,n + K)-D*(P/P0,n) i D*(P/(P0 V A),n + K),

so 8D*(P/(P0y A), X) = 8D*(P/P0, X)-l. Now, it is clear that alt i?/(P0 V,4)

Sd-l and therefore (Lemma 1.8) that alt =^/(F0vA) = d-l. Hence, by the in-

ductive hypothesis, 8D*(P/P0\l A)id-l so that

8D*(P, X) i 8D*(P/P0, X) = l+8D*(P/(P0 V A), X)

i alt i?/(Po V A)+ 1 = alt IF/P0 = alt IF. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.9. If Q is a P-primary element of the local lattice IF, then

8D*(Q, X) = alt IF.
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Proof. Let /MO be a principal element of fP with ASQ. Choose í so that

Qn + sAA=Qn(QsAA), for all n^O. Then (Qn + S : A)ASQnA, so Qn + S : ASQn

V (0 : A), since A is principal. Now,

dim(//ßn V A)) = dim(IIQn)-dim(Qn V A\Qf)

= dim (I\Qn)-dim (A\Qn A A)

= dim (// Qn) - dim (// Qn : A)        (Lemma 1.1),

so

and

Hence

and

so that

and

dim(//Ôn)-dim(//g'1-1 v (0 : A)) S dim(I/Qn v A)

dim(I/Qn V A) S dim(//Ô")-dim(//Ôn-s V (0 : A)).

D(Q,ri)-D(QI(0 : A), n-l) S D(Q\A,n)

D(Q/A, n) S D(Q, n)-D(Q/(0 : A), n-s),

D*(Q,n) S D*(Q¡A,ri) + D*(Q¡(0 : A), n-l)

D*(Q, n) ^ D*(Q/A, n) + D*(Q/(0 : A), n-s),

for all n sufficiently large. It follows that one of the polynomials D*(Q/A, X) and

D*(QI(0 : A), X) has the same degree as D*(Q, X).

Now, let Ax,..., Ah be principal elements in fP with Q = AX V • • • V Ah; and set

d=alt fP. By Lemma 3.6 it can be assumed that no fewer than h principal elements

have join a F-primary element. If d=0, then the calculation is immediate, so

assume d>0. Choose K so that 0 : (Ah)K = 0 : (Ah)K + iforalli^O,andsetA = (Ah)K.

Then Ai V • • • V Ah_x y A is F-primary element of fP, so (Lemma 3.6) it can be

assumed Q = AX v • • ■ V Ah_x \l A. Now, if h — d=0, then (Corollary 3.7 and

Lemma 3.8) dScD*(Q, X)Sh = d. Hence it can be assumed h — d>0.

Now assume, BD*(Q, X) = 8D*(Q/A, X). If alt fP\A <d, then it follows by the

induction on altitude that 3D*(QjA, X) = alt £P/A so that dD*(Q, X) =

dD*(Q/A, X)Sd. On the other hand, if alt fP/A = d, then it follows by the in-

duction on the number of generators that dD*(Q/A, X)=alt fP/A and hence that

3D*(Q, X) = d. Hence if dD*(Q, X) = dD*(Q/A, X), then 8D*(Q, X) = d.

Assume now that BD*(Q, X) = dD*(Q¡(0 : A), X). By the choice of A, A/(0 : A)

is not a zero divisor in if/(0 : A). Hence, by the earlier part of the proof,

D*(Q/(0 : A), n) S D*(Q/(0 : A) V A, n) + D*(Q¡(0 : A), n-l)
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and

D*(QI(0 : A), n) i D*(QI(0 : A) v A, n) +D*(Q/(0 : A), n-s);

so

cD*(QI(0 : A) V A, X) = cD*(Q¡(0 : A), X)-\ = 8D*(Q, X)-\.

It is easily seen that if/(0 : A) V A has altitude <d, so it follows by the inductive

assumption on altitude that

cD*(QI(0 : A) V A, X) = 8D*(Q, X)-l < d,

and hence (Lemma 3.8) that 8D*(Q, X) = d.    Q.E.D.

4. Regular local lattices. A local lattice IF of altitude d is said to be a regular

local lattice if the maximal element P e IF is the join of ¿/-principal elements.

It is noted that by Theorem 1.4, the local lattice if is regular if, and only if,

dim (P/P2) = alt (JSP).

Theorem 4.1. If IF is a regular local lattice, then 0 is prime.

Proof. If alt (if) = 0, then the result is clear. The proof will proceed by induction.

Assume alt IF = dil. Let P0<PX< ■ ■ ■ <Pd = P be a prime chain in IF and let

Ax,..., Ad be a principal element of if with P=Axy ■ ■ ■ v Ad. Then IF/P0 is again

regular with maximal element P = P¡P0 = Ax¡P0y ■ ■ ■ V Ad/P0. Since P/P0 is not the

join of fewer than (/-principal elements [1], it is clear that y4¡/P0^0/P0 for/'= 1,.. .,</.

Then (IF/PÜ) \ (AX\P^) = IF \ (Ax vF0) has altitude d- 1 (Lemma 1.8) and is

regular since P\(AX vP0) = A2l(Ax vP0) V • ■ ■ V AJ(AX vF0). Hence by the in-

ductive hypothesis, AxvP0 = 0/(AxvP0) is prime in IF/(AxvP0), and therefore

also in IF.

Now, P = P/AX is the join of the d— 1 principal elements A2/Ax,..., Ad/Ax in

IFjAx, so IF\AX has altitude ¿c/- 1 [1] and therefore =d- 1, (Lemma 1.8). Hence,

by the inductive hypothesis, Ax=0jAx is prime in IF/AX, and therefore also in IF.

Since ^i ^ /I ! V F0, and since IF ¡A x and if /(/I x V F0) both have altitude d- 1, so that

/li and /*! VP0 have the same depth in if, it is immediate that AX = AX vF0, whence

PqSAx. Then P0 = P0aAx=(P0 : AX)A¡ = P0AX (since P0 is prime AX£P0), so

Fo = 0 by Lemma 1.3.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.2. Let IF be a regular local lattice of altitude d, and let Ax,..., Ad

be principal elements with P = AXV ■ ■ ■ V Ad. Then Ax\ ■ ■ ■ V At is prime for

i = 0,...,d.

Proof. By Lemma 1.8, it follows (by induction on /') that IF/(AX\/ ■ ■ ■ V /1¡) is

regular of altitude d-i, so that 0¡(AX v • • • wAt) = Ax V • • ■ V A¡ is prime in

IF/(AX V • • • V Ad and therefore also in IF.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.3. Let A be a principal element of the regular local lattice IF, with

ASP and A $ P2. Then A is prime in IF.
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Proof. Let fP be a regular of altitude d, so that dim (PjP2) = d, (Theorem 1.4).

Now,(A V P2)/P2s A/(P2 A A) = A\(P2 :A)A^Ij(P2 : A)(Lemma 1.1 )so (A VP2)/P2

has dimension 1 and F/(/fvF2) has dimension d—1. Let AmP2 = Cx<C2< ■ ■ ■

<Cd = P be a composition chain for P/(AvP2). For each ;' = 2,..., d let /í¡ be a

principal element of if such that /f¡<C¡ and ^ijgCj.i. Then Ct-xV Ai=>Ct, for

i=2,...,d. Set /! = /<!. Then F=Q V/l2 V • • • V Ad = P2 V Ax V • • ■ V Ad, so

P = Axw ■ ■ ■ V Ad by Lemma 1.3, so /F is prime by Corollary 4.2.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.4. Let A, B be elements of a regular local lattice fP, with ASPn,

A$Pn + 1 andBSPm, B$Pm + \ Then ABSPn + m and AB$Pn + m + \

Proof. Let fP be regular of altitude d, with P = Ax\l ■ ■ ■ V Ad (Ax principal). Then

the maximal element of @(fP, P) is the join of the d+ 1 principal elements F_1),

A(x\ ..., Adl) (Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.7), so 0t(fP, P) is a regular local lattice of

altitude d+l (Theorem 2.17). Hence F_1) is prime (Corollary 4.2). Now, assume

A,Be£P, ASPn, A$Pn + 1, and BSPm, B$Pm + 1. Then /<"» has /th coordinate

Fi + 1, so A^^F-v and 5<m)^/(-1). Hence (ABfn + m) = AmB{m)$p-1\ and there-

fore AB$Pn+m+1.   Q.E.D.

Hence the degree function on a regular local lattice is a valuation.

It is noted that, as for local rings, if if is regular of altitude 1, then Theorem 2.7

can be strengthened to say that every element A+0 is a power Fn of the maximal

element (I=P°). For in this case, F is principal, so if n is the largest i such that

ASP\ then A = A A Pn = (A : Pn)Pn, so that if Pn=£A, then A S PPn=Fn + 1. Hence if

if is a regular local lattice of altitude 1, then fP is isomorphic to the lattice of ideals

of a regular local ring, and if* = if-{0} is a Gaussian semigroup. This second

property also holds in the semigroup of principal elements of a regular local lattice

of altitude 2, as is easily seen.
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